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Sprayers
Sprayers come in many forms for many usages
• Three-point hitch attached

• Pull-type

• Self-propelled



Sprayers
• Three-point hitch

• Attached to the tractor via three point hitch
• Usually smaller jobs, landscape, turf etc., but have 

applications in agriculture.
• Technology can be advanced but is based on what 

the end user wants to install or what the machine 
operating the sprayer has capabilities for.



Sprayers
• Pull-type

• Mounted on a trailer/axel, similar usages as a 
three point hitch mounted, but may be larger 
and have more usage in general agriculture 
operations.

• Technology can be advanced, but has to be 
compatible and controlled by or retrofitted onto 
the machine pulling the sprayer.



Sprayers
• Self-propelled

• Most popular type of sprayer utilized for large 
scale agricultural production and there are many 
brands on the market.

• Multiple technologies are available for self-
propelled sprayers and they will be the main 
focus of this training.



Drift or Off-Target Spray
• Drift is the movement of droplets during the 

application process to an off-target site.
• Off-target spray is the intentional/ 

unintentional spraying of non-target areas
– Both can be addressed with varying levels of 

technology
– Drift is usually addressed at the nozzle level
– Off-target spray can be addressed with control 

systems on the sprayer



Drift
• Movement of spray particles off-target.
• Drift occurs at the time of spray not after.
• Creating smaller spray drops will result in increased 

drift.
• Is it Coverage or Drift?
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8 Ways to Reduce Drift
1. Nozzle selection (coarse droplet)
2. Lower pressure
3. Larger nozzle
4. Lower boom (height control)
5. Winds below 10 mph
6. Know wind direction
7. Avoid inversions (very calm)
8. Consider drift additives



Nozzle Selection Aid



Droplet Size
• Large droplets have less potential to drift 

because they:
– Fall more quickly
– Evaporate more slowly
– Are less affected by the wind

• Small droplets result from:
– High spray pressure 
– Small nozzle tips
– Wind shear across the nozzles



Droplet Size Classification

Source: TeeJet Technologies



Droplet Size Classification

Source: ASABE Droplet Size Standards

#2 Pencil lead
paper clip (xc)
Staple (vc)
toothbrush bristle (c)
sewing thread (f)
human hair (vf)

2000 µm
850 µm
420 µm
300 µm
150 µm
100 µm



Droplet Size and Drift



Droplet Management
• Need knowledge of the product being used. (LABEL)
• Herbicide, Fungicide, Insecticide

– Systemic
– Contact

• What is the target?
– Soil
– Grass
– Broadleaf (smooth, hairy, waxy)
– Leaf orientation – time of day
– Canopy penetration



Boom Height
Goal is to put the material on evenly from nozzle 
to nozzle, end of boom to end of boom, and 
across the entire field.

20-inch spacing requires 17-19” above target for 
50-60% overlap.  Nozzle mount angle?



Boom Height Control
• How do you address undulating/uneven terrain?
• How about uneven crop heights?



Off-Target Technologies
• Independent of drift reduction technologies 

there are many technologies to aid in reducing 
off-target spray:
– Boom shut off
– Rate control
– Section Control
– Individual Nozzle Control
– Turn-Compensation



Off-Target Technologies
• Boom Shut Off

– This is the simplest of control technologies for sprayers and 
most all commercial sprayers have this capability at a 
minimum.  

– It is common to think of a sprayer with three main booms, 
center, left and right.



Sprayer Calibration
Nozzle size depends on the desired application rate, 

ground speed, and nozzle spacing:  

𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 =
𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺 ∗ 𝐺𝐺𝐺𝐺𝑀𝑀 ∗ 𝑤𝑤

5940

.12



Off-Target Technologies
• Automatic Rate Control

– During the calibration procedure of a sprayer the ground 
speed is an important component.  A sprayer without a rate 
controller, will need to be operated at the ground speed it 
has been calibrated at or off target rate application will 
occur.

– Travelling too fast means under application.
– Travelling too slow means over application.
– The controller also maintains the appropriate pressure 

within a reasonable speed range.



Off-Target Technologies
• Automatic Rate Control



Off-Target Technologies
• Section Control

– This takes boom shut off to the next level and divides the 
sprayer’s boom into controllable sections.

– Section control increases the resolution of control and allows 
more precise application of materials at target locations.  



Off-Target Technologies
• Section Control

– The controller utilizes the location of the machine to make 
decisions on what is overlap, what is a no spray zone, etc.

– Correct machine parameter set-up is a must.



Off-Target Technologies
• Individual Nozzle Control

– Similar to section control, but in this case each nozzle is 
individually controlled, increasing the resolution of control 
along the boom.



Off-Target Technologies
• Reminder of how section control works:



Off-Target Technologies
• Pulse Width Modulation or PWM

– Since flow control is not feasible at an individual nozzle 
level, a different control system is required on a nozzle by 
nozzle basis.

– This is accomplished via pulsing the system on and off a 
percentage of time to match application rate requirements.



Off-Target Technologies
• Turn Compensation

– The advent of PWM individual nozzle control not only 
allows for variable rate and control applications but also 
allows for compensation across the entire boom during 
contour and curve operations.



Conclusions
• There are many types of sprayers on the 

market and they have numerous applications.
• Based on the application there are many 

options for technology upgrades to ensure 
reductions in drift and non-target spraying.

• These technologies also have other 
applications such as variable rate applications.



Questions/Discussion
• Are there other technologies that you want to 

discuss?
• Any questions about specific technologies that 

you have seen today?
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THANKS!
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter at @GeorgiaPrecisionAg



Sprayer Calibration
First need to determine type of application to be made:

(A) Broadcast Application: Outlets or nozzles must be evenly spaced. Measure outlet (nozzle, 
etc.) spacing. Find this spacing in left column of Table 2 and read the corresponding 
calibration distance. Example: For a 19-inch spacing, the distance would be 214.9 feet.
(B) Band Application: Measure band width. Find this band width in the left column of Table 2 
and read the corresponding calibration distance. Example: For a 12-inch band, the distance 
would be 340.3.
(C) Row Application: Measure row spacing for evenly spaced rows. Find this row spacing in the 
left column of Table 2 and read the corresponding calibration distance from the column on the 
right. Example: For a 38-inch row spacing, the distance would be 107.5 feet. (See note above 
for modified and skip rows.)



Sprayer Calibration



Sprayer Calibration
− Measure and mark calibration distance in a typical portion of the field to 

be sprayed.

− With all attachments in operation (harrows, planters, etc.) and traveling 

at the desired operating speed, determine the number of seconds it takes 

to travel the calibration distance. Be sure machinery is traveling at full 

operating speed the full length of the calibration distance. Mark or make 

note of engine RPM and gear. Machine must be operated at same speed 

for calibration.

− With sprayer sitting still and operating at same throttle setting or engine 

RPM as used previous, adjust pressure to the desired setting. Machine 

must be operated at same pressure used for calibration.



Sprayer Calibration
− For procedure (A), broadcast application – Collect spray from one 

nozzle or outlet for the number of seconds required to travel the 

calibration distance.

− For procedure (B), band application – Collect spray from all nozzles or 

outlets used on one band width for the number of seconds required to 

travel the calibration distance.

− For procedure (C), row application – Collect spray from all outlets 

(nozzles, etc.) used for one row for the number of seconds required to 

travel the calibration distance.



Sprayer Calibration
− Measure the amount of liquid collected in fluid ounces. The number of 

ounces collected is the gallons per acre rate on the coverage basis 

indicated in Table 1. For example, if you collect 18 ounces, the sprayer 

will apply 18 gallons per acre. Adjust applicator speed, pressure, nozzle 

size, etc., to obtain recommended rate. If speed is adjusted, start at the 

speed test again and recalibrate. If pressure or nozzles are changed, start 

at the static test and recalibrate.

− To determine amount of pesticide to put into a sprayer or applicator 

tank, divide the total number of gallons of mixture to be made (tank 

capacity for a full tank) by the gallons per acre rate from previous step 

and use recommended amount of pesticide for this number of acres.
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